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ABSTRACT
Sensor networks are quickly becoming a flexible, inexpensive, and reliable platform to provide solutions for a wide variety of applications in real-world settings. For instance, sensor systems have been used for medical monitoring, detection and classification for defense purposes, and to perform environmental monitoring. The increase in the proliferation of sensor networks has paralleled by the use of more heterogeneous systems in deployments. The ESP Framework aims to provide a standard method to manage, query, and interact with sensor network systems. We provide a sensor network ontology, using a XML schema as the modeling language, to fully represent a sensor network system. The fundamental goal of the schema is to be able to describe sensors in a simple, compact manner while still having the ability to represent essential details about a system such as the general setup, the type of data that can be provided, and the commands that are available. In addition, we present a web services based framework that provides the basic capabilities for locating, managing, and querying the sensor systems. A geo-centric web interface, based on Google Maps, is created as an end-user interface for users to interact with the various sensor systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Embedded sensor networks have started becoming useful in a wide variety of environments, and there have been numerous research efforts that show how these sensor networks can be applied to such areas ranging from household situations to scientific pursuits. For instance, sensor networks have been used successfully in improving agriculture procedures in vineyards [1], providing better insight into the learning process in educational institutions [2], and detection and classification of objects in military settings [3].

As the potential for sensor networks in various fields have been realized, software frameworks have been developed to make deployments relatively easy to configure, maintain, and use. For instance, Tiny Application Sensor Kit (TASK) [4] focuses on providing sensor network system in a box, where installation is fairly easy, field tools can be used for remote management and health monitoring, and client tools are available for getting specific information from the system. Mote-View [5] addresses the issue of sensor network monitoring in a fine grained fashion by providing a suite of tools to visualize the network health of a particular node in a system by providing data related to bandwidth, congestion, and throughput. But most of these architectures are focused on a single sensor network systems and are often coupled with the underlying software, such as the operating system, that is running on the system.

Since sensor networks have a large application space where they can be useful and setting up and monitoring a sensor system is becoming easier, the proliferation of sensor networks has increased immensely. But due to the application space variance, there is tremendous heterogeneity in the logic for interfacing and collecting data on these systems. The ESP framework provides the middleware architecture to bridge the gap between various sensor systems and provide a standard way to manage, query, and interact with the various sensor network setups.

The ESP framework consists of a sensor network ontology, in the form of an XML schema (ESPml), that is used to fully describe a sensor network in terms of location, setup, type of data that is provided, and any commands that can be enacted on the system. These details can be provided for various granularities ranging from the system as a whole to a specific sensor that is on a particular platform. Also, the framework defines an architecture that enables heterogeneous sensor networks to be registered, queried and interacted with through a common interface available using a
web services. This system architecture, along with the use of ESPml, is demonstrated by registering a variety of sensors and interacting with them through a Google Map end user interface.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss previous work including schema languages for describing various attributes in sensor networks that are already available, middleware architectures that exist in the sensor network realm, and existing web interfaces for sensor network systems in Section 2. A general overview of the system as a whole is provided in Section 3. Section 4 contains details about the ESPml XML schema. A detailed explanation of the ESP framework registry and system architecture are provided in Section 5. Work related to using and evaluating the ESP framework is in Section 6. Section 7 and 8 contain guidelines for future work and the conclusion for the paper. Finally, Section 9 contains acknowledgments. Also, we have an Appendix that contains details about the code structure of the implementation, extra information about the ESPml schema, and figures related to the example systems that were used to evaluate the framework.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Schema Languages

2.1.1 SensorML

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OpenGIS) is developing a standard called SensorML [6] which intends to describe a sensor system in great detail. It uses GML [7], a XML standard also from OpenGIS, to detail the geospatial properties of sensors. For example, it includes the relative positions of sensors if a system has multiple sensors as well as detailed description of the sensors themselves. It is possible to describe what physical entities a sensor measures, what accuracy the sensor can achieve, who the manufacturer is.

Additionally, SensorML includes basic functionalities to describe processes which handle and transform sensor data. For example, if one has a small weather station which reports the current wind speed and the air temperature, one can create a process which uses these two values and outputs the wind-chill factor by applying the following formula

\[
T_c = 35.74 + 0.6215 \cdot T - 35.75 \cdot V^{0.16} + 0.4275 \cdot T \cdot V^{0.16}
\]

where \(T_c\) is the wind-chill temperature, \(T\) the current air temperature and \(V\) is the wind speed.

SensorML is part of the “Sensor Web Enablement and OpenGIS SensorWeb” area of interest of the OpenGIS consortium. This entity intends to develop “interoperability interfaces and meta-data encodings that enable real time integration of heterogeneous sensor webs”. Other standards under development in this area are, as described on the OpenGIS website:

- Observations & Measurements - Information model and encodings for observations and measurements.
- Sensor Observation Service - Service for managing deployed sensors and retrieving sensor data.
- Sensor Planning Service - Service to assist in “collecting feasibility plans” and to process collection requests for a sensor or group of sensors.
- Web Notification Service - Service to manage dialogue between a client and Web service(s) for long duration asynchronous processes.

2.1.2 TinyML

SensorML provides a sensor-centric approach for sensor coordination and description. It is also pretty heavy weight and very complex. TinyML [8] addresses these shortcomings and implements a lightweight version but still following the basic ideas of SensorML. Furthermore, TinyML is tailored to embedded sensor networks. The fundamental elements of TinyML are the sensor, the platform, and the sensor field. A sensor describes a specific sensor and its properties. A platform represents a physical system with a processor, an energy source and a radio device. Additionally, a platform has a collection of sensors. The sensors measure basic physical phenomena, like temperature, air pressure etc. At the larger scale, a sensor field is a collection of platforms and represents a sensor network.

TinyML has also capabilities to define virtual devices. These virtual devices can be generated in an ad-hoc fashion and group together different platforms or sensors. This allows the ability to easily query a subset of platforms and sensors by taking advantage of virtual devices. Each element in TinyML can have a query or set a flag to indicate a response / actuation of that component. This is a very simple mechanism to interact with a sensor network.

The advantages of TinyML are that it gives a universal interface to interact with a sensor network and it is very lightweight. Unfortunately, TinyML is centered too much on sensor networks and can not easily be adapted to other sensor systems. It does also not have any notion of mobility, i.e., for a sensor network where nodes move around. Additionally, there is no rigorous implementation available.

2.1.3 IEEE 1451

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) developed a standard called IEEE 1451 [9], a standard to easily network transducers. The first part, IEEE 1451.2 was already adopted in 1997, and was closely followed by IEEE 1451.1 in 1999. The standard defines ways to find out what transducers are on a network. All of this is done at a very low level, i.e., this would be used on a platform where the micro-controller wants to know what sensors are attached to its input ports and busses.

2.2 Middle-ware Architectures

2.2.1 Atlantis Framework

The Atlantis Framework [10] is based on TinyML but addresses several shortcomings. The basic elements are the same, i.e., it can describe fields, platforms, and sensors. Additionally, the Atlantis Framework adds data handling abstractions, and a query field for more detailed queries. It also makes further improvements by defining a field task object which can handle asynchronous data retrieval. For this purpose, it adds an additional data broker which handles the tasks, and specific broker behaviors to describe how to handle the task itself. As a nice roundup, the Atlantis Framework adds data filters and event subscription possibilities.

2.2.2 TASK
The “Tiny Application Sensor Kit” (TASK) [4] was designed for use by end-users with minimal sensor network knowledge. TASK uses TinyDB as a back-end running on nodes and is thus tailored towards sensor networks running on mica2 mote type systems. Additionally, it can handle only one deployment at a time and needs to be reconfigured to be used for a different deployment, i.e., it can not handle two deployments simultaneously.

2.2.3 Others

F. C. Delicato et al describe in [11] a general schema to use Web Service technology in a sensor network, i.e., their main physical components are sensor and sink nodes. The paper fails to give an implementation of the schema and does not go beyond general web service concepts.

In [12] D. Trossen and D. Pavel describe a middle-ware application for smart phones. Their architecture consists of several different components. They have entities for event delivery, acquisition, query resolution, aggregation, access control, storage and even registration and availability. The framework is mainly tailored towards cellular systems and they claim to have a test-bed running, though an implementation was not available at the time of writing this report.

2.3 Web Interfaces

The overall architecture of the ESP framework revolves around using web services as a platform construct. By using web services, the framework provides support for interoperable machine to machine interaction. Specifically, we take advantage of the communication protocol and service description areas of the web services protocol. The interface to the registry and also to the actual systems is through the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and the actual interfaces are described using the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [13]. ESPml is used to convey the specific intent of the various calls by providing data necessary to perform the actions defined by the interface calls.

Current use of web services is very limited in the sensor network realm. Instead of providing access to the actual nodes that are on the system, in terms of sensors, most implementations use web services as a method to access data that is stored on a database management unit or an aggregation unit [4],[14]. The queries to these nodes might be complex and involve the query being disseminated throughout the sensor network, but the actual web service interface is still typically confined to interacting with a small set of nodes that are at a higher data granularity level than the actual sensors in the system.

Other uses of web services in the sensor network area include services that enable sensor data to be published to a particular source that then provides querying services on the data that is collected [15],[16]. Also, there are numerous applications that provide web interfaces not based on web services but instead custom interface methods. Overall, based on the current landscape of sensor networks and how web services are being used, there is definitely a gap that can be filled by a unifying system such as the ESP framework that provides multiple services for a sensor network platform.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The overall architecture for the ESP Framework involves three main components. First, there is the actual system, which represents the sensor network that is being registered. The registry is the second element in the architecture and is the location where sensor systems are registered and where the user can actually query for systems. Finally, there is the client that accesses both the registry and the individual systems. Figure 1 contains all the entities in the architecture and typical operations that can occur during normal interaction.

In order to illustrate how the framework works in general. The usage scenarios will be described below.

- **Register System**

  During the registration process for a sensor, the first activity that needs to be performed is to create a ESPml document that describes the sensor network system as a whole. This can be done manually by an application developer or done automatically by analyzing the sensor system and generating the appropriate XML to represent the system. In addition, one must define all the functions that are described as being available in the ESPml document in the actual system. Finally, the ESPml document must be sent to the registry. The process of sending information to the registry occurs through a web services interface where a procedure for registering the system is exposed. At the actual registry, the system ESPml is populated into a database. More details about the database structure will be given in Section 5.

- **Query for Systems**

  In order to query for systems, the client sends a request to the registry with an area of interest. The area is described as a polygon and the actual coordinates are encoded as a ESPml document. Again, there is a procedure exposed on the registry through web services that enables communication between the client and the registry to occur.

- **Respond to Query**

  After a request for sensor systems is sent, the registry responds to the client by sending back uniform resource identifiers (URIs) for the corresponding systems in the polygon area submitted. The actual response is an ESPml document that contains all sensors, platforms, and fields within the polygon. The URIs are addresses to the system’s web services interface. Furthermore, descriptions for the different aspects of the system and the functions provided by these entities are detailed in the ESPml document.

- **Function Execution Request**

  Once the client gets back all the systems in a certain area of interest, a possible next step is to execute some type of functionality provided by one of the systems of interest. In this case, a light weight version of the ESPml document, which contains only the URIs and the function to execute with any required variables filled in, is sent to the specific system. The systems have a web service exposed function to take in generic queries that are defined by the ESPml document.

- **Function Response**

  The final step in a typical interaction will be the actual system responding to the function execution request.
4. ESPML SCHEMA

4.1 Purpose and Goals

The purpose of the ESPml schema language is to define a standard protocol with which the different entities in the framework can communicate and also to have a unifying grammar that systems can describe their abilities. ESPml is held very generic such that it can describe a lot of different systems like databases, sensor networks, weather stations or even web cameras.

4.2 Components

The different components in ESPml describe the different parts of a system. The main entity is the system element. The system element contains one or more fields, which are a collection of one or more platforms. And finally, a platform is a collection of sensors, the smallest entity possible. We will now go into details of each of the elements.

4.2.1 System

Figure 2 depicts the model view of the top-level element of the schema, the system component. The system consists of an id element of type anyURI and one or more field elements. The id element points to the address where the system’s web services can be reached, i.e., where one can execute remote functions through web service calls. The field elements represent actual sensor networks. For example, if a system has multiple physical deployments, and there is one common interface for all the fields in the system, then the different deployments can be represented as different fields. We will describe the field element in the next section.

4.2.2 Field

Illustrated in Figure 3 is the field element of ESPml. The field consists of an id of type integer. This id should be unique within the system and is used to identify the field. The location can be a point or a polygon which describes the physical location of the field. We will describe the location element in more detail in Section 4.3.1. Each field has a description element of type string which describes the type and purpose of the field in a verbal manner. A field can also have zero or more functions associated with it. In general, these functions should act on the whole field, for example, they could return the average value of a sensor reading over the whole field, etc. The last element in a field is one or
more platforms.

4.2.3 Platform

Figure 4 shows the model view of the platform element. A platform element represents a physical entity with a microcontroller, some communication device and a possible energy source. The integer id in a platform has to be unique within the field. Thus, the field id and the platform id can uniquely identify any platform in the system. Each platform has also a location, a string description, and functions which can be executed. These functions can affect the platform for actuation purposes, retrieve data values such as the exact location, the local time at the platform, or to move the platform around. Each platform also contains zero or more sensors.

4.2.4 Sensor

Probably the most important component of the ESPml schemas is the sensor. Figure 5 depicts the model view. The sensor element represents a sensor on a platform, such as a thermistor, light-sensor, camera, etc. The id must be unique on the platform. Similar to the other elements, the sensor element has a location, description, and function element. One additional important element is the type element which describes the type of sensor. This type is not standardized right now, and can thus can be defined by the system developer. This will change in the future since we will provide a standard for describing sensor types.

4.3 Descriptions

The next four sections will explain the different additional fields for the field, platform and sensor element in more detail.

4.3.1 Location

The location element describes, as the name suggests, the location of the enclosing element. The location is described either by a point or a polygon element. The point element contains a simple string of the format “latitude, longitude, altitude” and is derived from the GML standard. The polygon is composed of a multi line string, where each line represents a corner of the polygon and is also derived from the GML standard. The format for each line is the same as the point element. Additionally, the polygon has to be closed, i.e., the first and last point have to coincide.

4.3.2 Functions

The function element is a little bit more complicated than the other elements. The location of the function within the XML determines on which component it is attributed to. For example, a function in the field element should affect the whole field, whereas a function in a platform element should affect only that platform.

Figure 6 depicts its model view. Each function has a name attribute. The name attribute should be reflective of the function’s purpose. For example, a function which returns a sensor’s data, should be called getSensorData, a function which sets the sampling rate of a sensor, should be called setSamplingRate, etc. We do not enforce a naming schema for functions. Though we encourage the user to choose meaningful names. In a later version we will develop a standard naming schema for commonly used functions.

Each function element contains a description which details what the function actually does. Additionally, a function element contains zero or more parameter elements and zero or more output elements. What role they play will be ex-
explained in the following example where we go into how one defines, executes and then collects the data from a function.

- Declaring a Function

The function declaration is done in the system’s XML schema file which is sent to the registry. Each field, platform, and sensor should define the functions it supports, including each function name attribute, the description element and the parameter elements with name and description, which need to be provided to execute the function later on. The following code example is an excerpt of an ESPml XML file a system sends to the registry, and defines a sensor with two functions. The first function gets the current sensor value and has no parameter. The second function gets the average value over a certain number of recorded data. Thus, it needs a parameter which tells the function how many elements it should calculate the average.

```xml
<platform><id>1</id><location><point>pos=34.0682,−118.44,0.00</point><description>PhotoSensor</description><function name="getCurrentValue"><description>Get the current value for this sensor.</description></function><function name="getAverageValue"><description>Gets the average for this sensor.</description><parameter name="numberElements">10</parameter></function></sensor><sensor><id>2</id><location><point>pos=34.0682,−118.44,0.00</point><description>PhotoSensor</description><function name="getCurrentValue"><description>Get the current value for this sensor.</description></function><function name="getAverageValue"><description>Gets the average for this sensor.</description><parameter name="numberElements">10</parameter></function></sensor></platform>
```

- Collecting Function Output

The system will respond with another ESPml XML file which will be filled with the output elements of the received function calls. The output elements consist of a type attribute and a URI field. The type element describes the mime-type of the file the URI points to. The following listing is an example response to the function executed from the last example.

```xml
<platform><id>1</id><sensor><id>1</id><function name="getAverageValue"><output type="text/comma-separated-values" URI=http://foobar.org:8080/sensor.getAverageValue/852760e7177ac9eeebcc16621ec2e83c></function></sensor><sensor><id>2</id><function name="getAverageValue"><output type="text/comma-separated-values" URI=http://foobar.org:8080/sensor.getAverageValue/76344f22d0bc47211407b085bf5da147></function></sensor></platform>
```

- Executing a Function

If a client wants to execute a function, then it sends a ESPml XML file to the system’s URI. In the XML file, the user will add the function element that needs to be executed on a field, platform, or sensor. It is also possible to execute multiple functions in one request. The following listing shows parts of a ESPml XML file which a client sends to a system to execute functions. This excerpt will execute `getAverageValue` on platform 1, sensor 1 with a parameter value of 10, and it will get the current value of platform 2’s sensor 1.

```xml
<platform><id>1</id><sensor><id>1</id><function name="getAverageValue"/>
```

4.3.3 Mobility

The location element has an optional element “mobile”. This indicates that the enclosing element is mobile and can move around. This is an indicator that the location might not be the real location where the element is right now and that one has to take some precaution. In the future, we will require a special function to get the enclosing elements exact current location if the mobile element is defined.

4.3.4 Additional Ideas

The current ESPml schema is not complete and is open for further development. It has all the functionality to get
a simple example system up and running but it will be extended in the future. Some points which will be addressed are:

- standards for function names and types
- confidentiality, privacy, and authentication
- improved location element for different coordinate systems
- scalability
- etc.

We have a closer look at these extensions in Section 7.

5. DETAILED SYSTEM DESIGN

In addition to the ESPml schema language, the framework provides an architecture to enable registration and interaction with sensor networks. The basic two components involved in this prototype are the registry and a system. The following section details the design of these entities and goes over their interfaces.

5.1 Registry

The registry is the component that serves as a repository for sensor systems. It provides services that enables sensor systems to be added, updated, deleted, and queried for. In terms of its architecture, one can think of it as a database back end with a web services front end. The sensor systems are registered by providing an ESPml document. Thus, the database structure is modeled similar to the hierarchy of the ESPml schema. Table 1 shows the definitions of the various tables that are involved in storing a sensor system in the registry database. One of the main aspects of the database structure that needs to be pointed out is how locations, polygons, and points are represented. Instead of storing them as pure XML strings, the basic components of each of these structures are represented as fields in the tables. This enables efficient searching especially when location-based queries are initiated on the registry. To make the registry faster, a more thorough design analysis of the database structure needs to be made and is marked for future work.

In terms of interfaces, the registry uses web services via SOAP to implement remote procedure calls. The following functions are exposed as part of the service: register, unRegister, update, and listSystems.

- register
  The register function takes an ESPml document that describes a system and adds it to the database. If there is already a system in the registry with the same identifier, then the old system will be deleted and the new one will be added.

- unRegister
  In the unRegister case, again a ESPml document will be provided as input, and the registry simply deletes the system described from the registry.

- update
  The update function is similar to sending the same system twice via the register command. The purpose is to update an existing entry. If the entry does not exist, then it will be added.

- listSystems
  The listSystems function takes a low overhead ESPml document that contains a polygon area that is described as a point string. The registry responds with a ESPml document with all the systems, that are part of the polygon area.

If there is a problem due to improper ESPml formatting or inconsistencies exist in the actual call when compared to the database, then an error string is returned. Standardization of the return value types needs to be made and this is considered an essential next step.

5.2 System

The system component represents the actual sensor system that client applications and other sensor systems can access. Essentially, the system component is a gateway to the sensor network as a whole. Interactions with the sensor network occurs through a web service interface named execute.

- execute
  Once a consuming program finds the appropriate system they want to interact with, the component runs the execute command with an ESPml that specifies what functions to run on the system. The result of the execute command is a lightweight ESPml document that contains the output of the functions. The output elements consist of the type attribute and an URI field. The actual code necessary to execute the function is defined by the individual sensor network. Also, the availability of the output is also determined by the sensor network.

Overall, the framework dictates that the system needs to implement the functions that it specifies, provides a standard method to actually interact with the system through the execute web service RPC call, and provides a standard way to format the response or output for the execution.

6. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the ESP framework, we created several systems that would be registered and also a geo-centric client that can actually query and interact with the example systems. The following section details the different types of systems implemented and also the architecture of the client.

6.1 Example Systems

One of the main goals of the ESP framework was to be able to represent several different types of networked systems. Furthermore, we wanted to have a low development overhead to use the framework. Currently, we provide a Python-based system template that users can utilize to add their system into the framework. Essentially, a system would need an ESPml document describing its capabilities and must modify the system template to add the proper hooks for the functions that are specified in the ESPml description.

There are several systems that were added to the architecture to demonstrate its robustness. The systems are shown visually as Figures 7,8,9.
Virtual Weather Stations

In order to demonstrate that the ESP framework can handle many systems in terms of quantity, we added virtual weather stations for every zip code for a particular region. In this case, it is for the state of California. Essentially, a system for each zip code in the state was added to the registry with function capabilities to get the current weather information, a ten day forecast, and an hourly forecast. The results of running these functions result in a URI that represents a web page that contains the actual information about the weather forecasts.

Community Web Cams

Another type of system that was added using the ESP framework are webcams that exist already for community monitoring. Specifically, we implemented two webcams in the Los Angeles region that show pictures of UCLA and also the Santa Monica Pier area. The systems have a function that gets the current picture of the region they are monitoring.

Actuated Network Camera

To demonstrate the ability to take parameters as part of a function call to a system, we implemented a Sony RZ30n network camera as a system. Using the system, a user can set the pan, tilt, and zoom values and then obtain either a picture or a movie.

Photodiode Sensor Network

Another capability that the ESP framework enables is aggregation functions through the use of platforms or fields. A photodiode sensor gateway that operates over five MicaZ motes is registered using the framework. Not only can one get photodiode values from any of the individual motes, but one can also perform aggregation on the whole field to get an average value for the photodiode readings. Furthermore, one can set the individual sampling rate for any of the photodiode sensors.

6.2 Client Application

To interact with the ESP framework and also the systems that were implemented using the architecture, a geo-centric web client that relies on Google Maps was created. Essentially, the user has the ability to draw a polygon box over a certain area and then query for all the different networked systems in that space. When the results come back from the registry, the networked systems in that area are represented as click-able point icons. Different colors for the point icons represent the levels of abstraction for the systems. For instance, fields are represented as purple icons, while platforms and individual sensors are green and yellow. Once a user clicks on the icons, a box layer pops up that shows a description of the entity that is being interrogated and then the user can interact with the component by clicking on buttons that represent function calls. The results of the function call show up on a side frame. Overall, the client application provides a visual interface that users can use to interact with the sensor systems that are currently registered.

6.3 Observations

Based on implementing the various example systems with the framework and creating the client application, several observations were made. While evaluating the speed of queries, we realized that the database is a bottleneck. We suspect that this is the case due to the fact that there needs to be some optimization techniques applied and the actual design of the database model needs to be improved. Another point that became clear is that for systems with numerous functions, a more robust interface then a window listing all the functions needs to be obtained. Furthermore, we realized the limitations of the Google Map interface as we tried to map more advanced functionality onto it. There are situations when non-location based queries might be necessary and also the interface does not provide advanced mapping functions such as temporal or spatial visualization overlays and analysis techniques. Overall, there is a need for different types of client applications and also optimizations in the various parts of the framework.

7. FUTURE WORK

There are a few different areas that need to be investigated further in terms of this project. First, some additions need to be made to the ESPml schema language in order to more accurately describe certain types of systems. Also, there are changes that need to be made to the architecture in order to scale the platform as a whole. Furthermore, there are some issues related to privacy, authentication, and standardization that need to be addressed. Finally, some additional systems and clients need to be made for the architecture that can act as services that other components could use.

7.1 Standardization

One of the main actions that needs to be performed in terms of ESPml is standardization of a few different aspects of the schema. ESPml allows different sensor types to be defined. Currently, these types can be any arbitrary name.
But there should be a standard naming convention for the sensor types. This will enable users that use the framework to interpret the sensor types programmatically. Furthermore, certain sensor types should have standard functions that need to be defined. These functions will have a certain prototype associated with them and a standard output as well. For instance, one can expect all sensors that observe some type of phenomena and quantify it in terms of a measurement will have a function to get the current value. In addition, they should be able to get the average over a period of time and to set the sampling rate. Having this type of standardization will make describing sensors that are similar easier since the same schema constructs can be repeated and guarantee the end user certain basic functionality for most sensor types.

7.2 Mobility and Availability

When describing sensor systems, two attributes that need to be expressed in some fashion is mobility and availability. Mobility deals with the notion of whether the system actually moves. Since the ESPml schema has a location tag as part of the description language, if the systems are mobile then this location tag may not be reliable. To represent the difference between mobile systems and non-mobile ones, a mobility tag can be added to different constructs of a system to indicate that the location might not be reliable based on the information in the registry. At this point, the location that is in the actual ESPml description serves as the last provided location by the sensor system or the location that the sensor system is actually located at with the highest probability. In the next revision of the schema, a confidence interval can be given to the location indicating how likely the node will be at that particular location. Also, if the mobile tag exists a function will be required to specify the exact location for that system.

In terms of availability, one would introduce timestamps and a time to live counter on the registry. Basically, when a system is registered it would be assigned a time to live in which the system is required to re-contact the registry to verify that it is still available. The client program can then check the registry to get the time to live requirement and at what time the system last updated the registry to evaluate the availability confidence level for a system. Furthermore, statistics can be kept on the registry about the quality of the system connection. Overall, both mobility and availability are important aspects of a sensor system that need to be addressed in the ESPml framework.

7.3 Authentication and Confidentiality

There are some key issues that need to be addressed for the ESP framework to succeed that revolve around security. Basically, the idea of having certain services private, users authenticated, and keeping data confidential are necessary. There are several methods to address this issue. One can imagine creating a system in the actual ESP framework that enables these attributes to be realized, but a better approach is to leverage technologies that are already in the market that provide similar capabilities.

Since ESP framework revolves around the web services platform, a natural candidate that needs to be analyzed is web service security (WSS or WS-Security) [17]. Basically, WSS is a set of enhancements to the SOAP messaging protocol in order to provide the protection needed for authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality of a message [18]. In another words, WSS defines the structure for SOAP that enables these properties to take place in the actual message document and for the actual functionality that is provided. Using XML Signatures to sign data provides integrity. XML Signatures contains a section which has information about the signature algorithm used, canonicalization method used, the digest value, and key values. By checking the signature one can determine if the the actual messages between various sources has been tampered in some fashion. Confidentiality is provided by employing encryption techniques under the standards of XML Encryption. The elements of the SOAP message are encrypted instead of in plain text. Finally, authenticity can be provided by using a key management scheme that can be provided by the registries. The registries would provide the public and private key infrastructure and manage keys for systems and clients that need to use those systems. Private keys are kept a secret and public keys are distributed freely. The registries could generate the key pair for each of the different clients that would want to use a system. The actual system can then send the message to the registry to authenticate using a certain method and then a secure connection could be established between the client and system since there will be a direct connection. Also, restrictions related to who and to what capacity the functions are exposed can be boot strapped through this key management protocol.

In addition to digital signatures, encryption methods, and key management methods, there also exists policy languages for web services. This includes XACML and SAML standards that provide an authorization framework [19]. In this type of model there exists a PEP (Policy Enforcement Point), PDP (Policy Decision Point), PIP (Policy Information Point), and PAP (Policy Administration Point). The PEP takes a request from a client and sends the request to the PDP. The PDP then gets policies from the PAP and gets attributes using the PIP concerning the subject, the resource, and the environment and makes a decision for the request. The request is sent back to the PEP from the PDP and then conveyed to the user.

Clearly, there needs to be more investigation in this space to make a system that would work correctly for a framework of this type. Overall, previous work in this area will serve as inspiration in order to come up with a scheme that will be effective.

7.4 Selective Sharing and Verification

Issues related to providing capabilities such as selective sharing and verification of certain information adds an extra dimension to the ESP framework. Selective sharing refers to the idea of providing different services or outputting various granularity of data depending on the client that is actually querying for the service. This can be done on the systems themselves, but as scale gets higher, one can imagine mediators between the clients and the actual systems performing this type of action. Also, in addition to selective sharing, the concept of verifying certain aspects of the system is an interesting idea to consider. For instance, if the framework provided a method to verify the location of a sensor system and attach a confidence level associated with this index, then this would be useful for client applications. One can imagine mediators being involved in storing or providing this information in some form.
7.5 Scalability

As more sensors are added and query requirements diversify, scalability becomes an issue with the ESP framework. Managing a large amount of sensors with one registry is not feasible without having performance issues related to queries and management. Thus, a hierarchy for registries needs to be developed. The Domain Name System (DNS) platform can be used as an example model [20]. When a system is registered, a unique name could be provided to the system. An example naming scenario would be to adopt the unique name based on how domain names are formatted. Thus, there will be top level domains and then sub domains associated with sensors that are somehow related. For instance, sensor systems located in the same region might share a certain level in the naming convention. Then, the actual registries could be arranged in a tree fashion where each registry is responsible for a certain zone of entries. There would be a a set of root registries that handle the top-level construct in the naming convention. If the query that comes cannot be addressed by the top-level registry then the request would be passed along the hierarchy to a registry that can actually handle the request.

In terms of queries, location is the only aspect that can be searched for in terms of finding systems. But one can imagine other querying methods. For instance, the type of sensor, functionality of sensor systems, and a common naming convention can all be attributes that can be queried for by clients. These types of searching capabilities for sensor systems need to be incorporated into the registry to make it usable by a larger set of clients.

7.6 Client Applications and Systems

Currently, there are many different types of network systems that are incorporated into the ESP framework. But there are not many clients that use the actual system. An example Google Map client interface is provided that enables searching and interactivity through a map interface, but one can imagine a larger plethora of services that can be created on the client side. Some necessary clients include a database archiving entity that takes and stores readings from various sensors that are registered in the ESP system. The actual archiver then could add itself as a system that other clients could actually interact with if needed. There are also more sophisticated analysis services that can be provided as clients by using the capabilities of popular statistical software components such as Matlab and R. Finally, we can imagine using Google Earth or the ESRI suite of mapping tools to serve as further client programs for users to visually query and interact with various components in the system.

8. CONCLUSION

One of the fundamental characteristics of networks systems, especially sensor networks, is that they are heterogeneous in nature. With the ESP framework, we provided a standard method to manage, query, and interact with these varied sensor systems. ESPml serves as the ontology for describing sensor network systems at different levels of granularity. The ESP architecture, which includes a registry and system entities, uses a web services based framework for locating sensor systems and then methods to actually interact with the systems themselves including getting information and running specific functions. A geo-centric web interface is provided as a portal for users to interact with the various sensor systems that are available on the framework as well.
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APPENDIX

A. SOURCE CODE STRUCTURE

The source code for the ESP framework is organized as follows:

- **Registry**
  
The code for the registry is under the "registry" directory. config.py contains information regarding the SQL database connection attributes including the username, password, and database name. difdbi.py contains helper functions to add various components of an ESPml document to the database. registry.py contains the SOAP server implementation that has all the interfaces defined and then calls the appropriate functions to interact with the database. registry_client.py is a sample client that can test the registry.

- **XML**
  
  All the XML files associated with the ESP framework is stored in the XML directory. espml.py, espmlsubs.py, and query.py are XML parsing utilities that help in representing a ESPml document in terms of python objects. The actual schema is named espml.xsd and an example system is named system1.xml. Examples of ESPml queries and responses are presented as locationQuery.xml and query_response.xml.

- **Web Client**
  
The files that represent the geo-centric client are in the web directory. index.html contains all the Java Script code to represent the Google Map and also interact with the map. createHTML.py actually makes queries and gets the response to them which the Java Script can use to display on the Google Map. callFunction.py is a SOAP client that actually makes the web services calls to a system. baseFunctionCall.xml is a template used to make function calls.

- **System**
  
The files representing the base system and all the example network systems designed for this project are in the system directory. system.py is a template for a typical network system. The rest of the files associated with each unique network system are under their corresponding directory name. These include such things as sonycam, iTunes, beachCams, weather, and sos.

B. UI EXAMPLES

Figures 7, 8, and 9 depict screen-shots of the Google Maps client interface.

C. ESPML SCHEMA

Figure 10 shows the ESPml schema as of writing this report. Note that the schema is under development and might have changed. Please contact the authors if you are interested in the latest version.

D. ESPML EXAMPLES

Figure 11 shows an example for an ESPml document which would be sent to the registry. It consists of three platforms with id’s 1, 182, and 196. Platform 1 has no sensors nor functions. Platform 182 and 196 are equivalent and have one photosensor connected. There are definitions for functions which act on the field, or on the individual sensors themselves.

---

Figure 7: Screen-shot of the Google Maps client and an actuated camera.

Figure 8: Screen-shot of the Google Maps client and a small sensor network node’s photodiode sensor.

Figure 9: Screen-shot of the Google Maps client and the weather stations in the Los Angeles area.
Figure 10: ESPml schema used in the framework.
Figure 11: Example for an ESPml XML document which would be sent to the registry.